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Radical Right. The rise of a
world reactionary wave

Author:

Jesús Sánchez Rodriguez

Edition:

First

Collection:

0 a la Izquierda
13,5 x 21

Size:

296

Number of pages:
ISBN:

978-84-7884-773-0

Price:

15,00 €

In the second decade of the 21st century, a reactionary wave that had been incubating for
years in Europe became a global one with the electoral victories of Trump and Bolsonaro
in the Americas, and which were added to other reactionary phenomena in different parts
of the world.
The objective of this work is to carry out a historical, social and political analysis of this
phenomenon that threatens to continue expanding and become a greater danger for
democracy and the progressive values that had been expanding since the late 1960s. The
work not only makes an analysis by countries of the impact of this reactionary wave, but
also deepens the study of the causes and phenomena that help to understand.
Jesús Sánchez Rodríguez, Doctor of Political Science and Sociology and a former
professor at the UNED, has several published works on social movements, Marxism,
political criticism ... Among his published works he emphasizes Democratic Theory and
Practice at the PCE (1956-1982), Foundation of Inv . Marxists, 2004.
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May 68: The new forms of the
revolution

Author:

Felipe Aguado Hernández

Edition:

First

Collection:
Size:

0 a la Izquierda
13,5 x 21
180

Number of pages:
ISBN:

978-84-7884-750-1

Price:

12,00 €

This book makes, in the first place, an economic and political contextual analysis of May68, as well as a tour of its main mobilizations, with the aim of exposing the events. The
reflections in this framework allow the author to discover how May-68 is a process that is
categorized as revolutionary or pre-revolutionary in at least several of its phases and
places. In addition, it allows you to discover how the movement was crossed by
characteristics close to the utopia. All this, and having lived it in the first person.
Felipe Aguado has a degree in Philosophy and History. Professor of Retired Philosophy.
Throughout his life, he has been deeply and permanently involved in social and political
struggles, particularly from the framework of Education and always with the horizon of
the construction of utopia.
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The utopia of the soviets in the
Russian Revolution

Author:

Felipe Aguado Hernández

Edition:

First

Collection:

0 a la Izquierda
13,5 x 21

Size:

150

Number of pages:
ISBN:

978-84-7884-697-9

Price:

11,00 €

The centenary of the Russian Revolution is a good occasion to reflect on that event that
changed the world. This book makes a unique contribution: it analyzes the Russian
Revolution from the prism of its roots, the soviets; it tries to show how the soviets are
more than a popular revolt, which are generated from the town autonomously and are
developed according to parameters of a social utopia and politics. It is true that this
utopia ends up failing as such, as the Bolshevik Party is controlling them.
Throughout the book, it is exposed how this failure and its causes occurs and tries to
draw some conclusions from that experience that may be worthwhile for a current
concern for utopia.
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Finance and the Euro Crisis
Collapse of the Eurozone

Author:

J. P. Mateo & A. Montero

Edition:

First

Collection:

Quintaesencia
12 x 21

Size:

140

Number of pages:
ISBN:

978-84-7884-523-1

Price:

10,00 €

In this book, we deal with the financial dimension of the crisis, with emphasis on the euro
zone, from a critical approach or from political economy. However, since this formulation
contains many elements to specify, this introduction will do to explain some questions
we consider essential.
We have the vocation form this book to open to all those interested in Economy, the
crisis, finance and/or the Euro or just simply to those interested in one question: TRY TO
UNDERSTAND CAPITALISM.
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McLuhan in the Google Era
MEMORIES AND PROPHECIES IN THE GLOBAL VILLAGE

Author:

Pedro Sempere

Edition:

3rd. expanded

Collection:
Size:

Mediapolis
15 x 23
374

Number of pages:
ISBN:

978-84-7884-652-8

Price:

20,00 €

Google is the most pronounced word, the most visited site in the Internet galaxy and the
host to the society of knowledge. This book fosters the meeting between McLuhan and
Google. Between the prophet of the Global Village and the promised paradise. A collision
which has radically changed the way we think, get informed, study, work, buy, vote,
invest and relate. McLuhan in the Google Era is an exciting trip through the popular
culture of the Digital Era, from the first e-mail to Twitter and Facebook.
Pedro Sempere: He has been a top executive in the multinational advertising business as
Creative Director and President at Young & Rubicam Inc. He is an expert in McLuhan´s
theories and its application to professional communication.
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Environment

Author:

Federico Velázquez de
Castro

Edition:

First

Collection:
Size:

Qué sabes de…
12,5 x 19,5
134

Number of pages:
ISBN:

978-84-7884-763-1

Price:

12,00 €

The message that this book wants to convey is that, despite the gravity, we are still on time
whenever we act, because within the environmental crisis in which the planet is located, what
happens in the future will be the result of our action today. But first we must know what are
the most important problems, how they affect us and what are the different ways of
intervention.
It is necessary that citizens have truthful and updated information on the moment through
which the environment is going through. We can reverse some damage and avoid others, but
it will only be possible with training, awareness and consistent practice, objectives to which
this book aims to contribute.
Federico Velázquez de Castro González (Granada, 1949)
He has a PhD in Chemical Sciences and Specialist in Environmental Sciences from the
Complutense University. He has taught at all levels of education, participating in various
research projects, especially in relation to ozone. He is the author of numerous publications
between books and articles, and has been the founder of organizations such as Scientists for
the Environment and the Spanish Association of Environmental Education, of which he is
currently president.
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Pseudotherapies

Author:

Emilio J. Molina Cazorla

Edition:

First

Collection:
Size:

Qué sabes de…
12,5 x 19,5
162

Number of pages:
ISBN:

978-84-7884-777-8

Price:

12,00 €

We live in a society bombarded by disinformation on health and, despite the spectacular
therapeutic advances, there is a huge market of supposed remedies catalogued with
adjectives such as "natural", "alternative", "complementary", "integrative", or "quantum".
This book gathers the main keys that compose the phenomenon of pseudotherapies: what
they consist of, how they convince us, which are the most widespread and the most
dangerous, how we can distinguish them from real treatments, which legislation they do not
comply with, who should watch over the truthful information in health and do not?
Emilio José Molina Cazorla (1981)
is vice-president of the Association to Protect the Sick from Pseudoscientific Therapies,
member of the Network for the Prevention of Sectarianism and Abuse of Weakness (RedUNE),
member of the Sceptical Circle and ARP-Society for the Advancement of Critical Thinking, and
collaborates with the Observatory of the Collegiate Medical Organization against
pseudosciences, pseudotherapies, intruders and health sects.
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Chinese globalization
The belt and road

Author:

Xulio Ríos

Edition:

First

Collection:
Size:

Qué sabes de…
12,5 x 19,5
150

Number of pages:
ISBN:

978-84-7884-792-1

Price:

12,00 €

In this little book from the collection Qué Qué saber de…, Xulio Ríos, a sinologist and specialist
in international political issues, clarifies what the start-up of the six major international
economic corridors consists of, the countries that integrate them, investment agreements,
projects covering energy, infrastructure or industrial and cultural cooperation ...
In recent years, China has gone from being the “factory of the world” to wanting to be the
“world technological center”, and in an exercise of raising its gaze above the mere strategic
rivalry between the US. and China, or the invasion of Asian products, the author studies the
possible repercussions that such a paradigm shift will produce in the coming years and
prevents that, to a large extent, this will depend on the attitude and height of the other
countries involved.
At the end of this tour, the reader will have clearer the impact that said mega-project will have
on the lives of all citizens.
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Xi Jinping's China
From bitter decay to dream modernization

Author:

Xulio Ríos

Edition:

First

Collection:
Size:
Number of pages:

Asiateca
15 x 23
300

ISBN:

978-84-7884-759-4

Price:

19,00 €

With his call to realize the "Chinese dream", Xi Jinping undertook 2012 a new reformist course
in that China that emerges in 1949, under the Aegis of Mao Zedong.
After the start of the opening policy at the instance Deng Xiaoping in 1978, Xi intends to open
a third time in the evolution of contemporary China marked by the determined purpose of
culminate the country's modernization, a long-awaited desire since the 19th century, when
evidence of decay rushed to China in one of the darkest stages in its history.
Xi craves a country developed, strong and powerful, able to recover its natural position in The
international system Given its magnitude and orientation, that effort can derive in not a few
tensions (political, economic, strategic ...) with the main powers, which suggests a sustained
pulse that in the coming years may affect the stability of the global order.
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How to set a school for
agroecology guide
Basics, practical examples

Author:

C. Romón & F. Llovera

Edition:

First

Collection:

Pedagogical Experiences

Size:

21 x 21,5
398

Number of pages:
ISBN:

978-84-7884-653-5

Price:

20,00 €

This is a reference textbook for a new generation of professional training in agroecological
horticulture which includes the point of view of the design of municipal policies as well as the
training of trainers and entrepreneurs, fields in which the authors have a wide experience.
It proposes formative contents and curricula to teach in small agroecological schools, for
prospects of ecological production of vegetables for small undertakings for self-consumption.
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Guide to the school vegetable
garden

Author:

Carlos Romón

Edition:

2nd. Ed. Revised

Collection:

Pedagogical Experiences
21 x 21,5

Size:

256

Number of pages:
ISBN:

978-84-7884-614-6

Price:

11,00 €

The School Vegetable Garden is an educational resource more and more known and used by
professionals in different educational levels.
This book is presented as an assistance to all those who discovered all the pedagogical
possibilities of a vegetable garden but who lack information.
It is based on the description of experiences of many years devoted to forming teachers for a
school vegetable garden and direct work on different educational levels.
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Pedagogical Renovation at
Present

Author:

Javier Pericacho Gómez

Edition:

First

Collection:

Pedagogical Experiences
15 x 21

Size:

128

Number of pages:
ISBN:

978-84-7884-645-0

Price:

10,00 €

Social complexity implies that education centres live everyday nature as something difficult to
face from a traditional pedagogical model. This, in many cases, discourages the pupil and
exhausts quality faculty.
We are under the risk of having normalized boredom and disaffection from pupils.
Man's education cannot be duly fulfilled without a new reconfiguration of the school. This
must educate in life, not for life, go ahead of, or at least parallel to, the rhythm of society.
Neither teacher nor pupil should ever feel they are wasting their time. What we give children,
they will revert to society when grown-ups.
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Old and New Ideas in
Education
A History of Pedagogics

Author:

Carlos F. Díaz Pinto

Edition:

First

Collection:
Size:

PROA
16 x 24
284

Number of pages:
ISBN:

978-84-7884-448-7

Price:

15,67 €

This book makes a historical trip through the different existing pedagogical streams from the
end of the European Middle Ages to nowadays.
It is not a book of history, it is a book about the ideas, approaches, schools and pedagogical
streams framed in historical moments. It shows how economic, social, political and ideological
conditions encourage the greatest educators to write what they wrote: Men exist in their
circumstances and carry out their labor, ideas and opinions among them.
These ideas and opinions work for a purpose or, even better, what pedagogues do and say is
used by others to support their political or ideological positions.
The pedagogical approach and the author cannot be parted from the historical conditions in
which it is made and in which he lives.
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Communicate to Transform,
Transform to Communicate
Information Technology from a point of view of social change

Author:

Víctor Marí Sáez

Edition:

First

Collection:
Size:

Rompeolas
13,5 x 22
236

Number of pages:
ISBN:

978-84-7884-493-7

Price:

16,00 €

Why does communication tend to link to imaginaries oriented to the transmission of
information and the persuasive modification of the behaviors of the citizen audiences? Why,
in thinking of communication, do its connections with social change not arise that easy?
This text is designed as a material addressed to all these people and social organizations
working in the wide field of social intervention and wish to think about information
technology and communication from alternative approaches to the dominant ones.
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Intercultural Education in the
Spare Time
Educational Action in neo-liberal times

Author:

Edgar Iglesias Vidal

Edition:

First

Collection:
Size:

Cultural Promotion
13,5 x 21
196

Number of pages:
ISBN:

978-84-7884-641-2

Price:

12,00 €

This book deals and deepens in themes absolutely current and necessary though scarcely
worked from a publication this kind: the development of interculturallity inside the
educational contexts of spare time.
It makes it in a double dimension: from the complexity, because it considers the relationships
among the different categories of diversity, and from ideology, because the neo-liberal
context is considered a hindrance for the acknowledgement of diversity and the development
of the inclusion in education. Its main target is that it combines theoretical and practical
aspects and develops a job based on the investigation made by its author putting together the
voices of teachers, children and families in then educational contexts of spare time.
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The political language in Koran
Democracy, pluralism and social justice in islam

Author:

Abdennur Prado

Edition:

First

Collection:
Size:

Rompeolas
13,5 x 22
214

Number of pages:
ISBN:

978-84-7884-463-0

Price:

15,10 €

This book provides a new reading of the political dimension in Koran, from a point of view of
liberation. Beyond the usual discourse about the (in)compatibility between Islam and
democracy, an in depth reading reveals that the sacred book of Muslims is of overwhelming
accuracy.
The author deals with controversial matters like religious pluralism, sexuality, apostasy or
jihad. He advocates the liberating interreligious dialogue, the rights of the homosexuals and
Islamic feminism. In short, it is a book which shows that a free and democratic reading of
Koran is possible here and now. A reading popular and committed with the democratization of
the religious knowledge, on the margins of any religious institution or establishment.
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On the border. Christianity and
secularism

Author:

Juan José Tamayo

Edition:

First

Collection:
Size:
Number of pages:

Rompeolas
13,5 x 22
248

ISBN:

978-84-7884-475-3

Price:

22,00 €

Sometimes it is the circumstances that lead you to live on the border. Others, it is a longthought and consciously assumed personal option with all the risks and inconveniences, but
also with all the possibilities open. Because, if the border is an uncomfortable place to live, it is
also the privileged place for encounter, miscegenation, intercultural dialogue, communication,
transgression, uninstallation, roaming, searching.
Juan José Tamayo has been living by personal choice on the religious frontier for many years,
on the border between faith and unbelief, on the razor's edge between orthodoxy and
heterodoxy. And, in fact, it is not so inhospitable. This book includes a series of suggestive
reflections by the author on Christianity and secularism written at the foot of the events, in
which he takes the pulse of reality and does so by transcending that reality and proposing
alternatives for its transformation. That is one of its merits.
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Participatory Evaluation in
community action
Theoretical and methodological approaches

Author:

Héctor Núñez López

Edition:

First

Collection:
Size:

Cultural Promotion
13,5 x 21
211

Number of pages:
ISBN:

978-84-7884-644-3

Price:

13,00 €

This book is addressed to professionals of community action (teachers, social workers,
sociologists, pedagogues, etc.) interested in orienting their evaluations to participatory
principles. It is also a useful textbook for a citizenship committed in social and neighboring
movements in their territories; for university students and researchers in the field of social
sciences.
Héctor Núñez López (Lugo, 1970) is a social educator and pedagogue. PhD in Education
Sciences by Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona, he has worked as a social educator at several
institutions for the protection of childhood and juvenil justice centers of the Generalitat de
Catalunya.
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Visible screen
Queer cinema in 33 movies

Author:

Leandro Palencia

Edition:

First

Collection:
Size:
Number of pages:

Rompeolas
13,5 x 22
242

ISBN:

978-84-7884-488-3

Price:

16,00 €

The author explores thirty-three important, influential and popular films that allowed a creation and
proliferation of queer images. It is a review of the political, social and cultural history of gays, lesbians,
bisexuals, transvestites and transsexuals. From Hollywood movies to experimental films. From those of
worship to nationals or belonging to other nationalities.
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The challenges of Islam in the
21st century

Author:

Abdennur Prado

Edition:

First
Rompeolas

Collection:

13,5 x 22

Size:

202

Number of pages:
ISBN:

978-84-7884-495-1

Price:

13,50 €

Key aspects of the situation of Islam in the world and its prospects for the future.
This book is meant to be a tool to help understand the complexity and the problems of Islam
in the 21st. century.
Islam is shown as a dynamic and expanding religion but also immersed in a chaos of
representations and opposed discourses. Terrorism takes the foreground in international
politics, concealing Islam and linking it with brutality
As a whole, Muslims live a time of intellectual high spirits, which Abdennur Prado tried to get
beyond stereotypes.
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Another economic theory is
possible
Critical essays on political economy

Author:

Juan P. Mateo Tomé

Edition:

First

Collection:
Size:

Sociologies
15 x 23
364

Number of pages:
ISBN:

978-84-7884-486-9

Price:

19,90 €

This book is a rigorous contribution to the study of the Marxist economy and those of its aspects which
make of it the farthest reaching theoretical explicative standpoint about the operation of capitalism.
The usefulness of the book lies on the very ample range of quandary it deals with, from those linked to
the understanding and discussing of the main Marxist categories and the laboral theory of value, to the
aspects most directly related to the explanation and analysis of the development of the capitalist
economy, such as productivity, technical change and economic growth, as well as those related to
salaries, inequality and imperialism.
The work, written by a new generation of Marxist authors, teachers and researchers from different
Spanish and Latinamerican universities shows how present Marx's thought is, above all in a context of
world economic crisis in which class struggle is clearer than ever.
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Sociogenesis of the witches
The origin of discrimination against women

Author:

Vicente Romano

Edition:

First

Collection:
Size:

Rompeolas
13,5 x 22
168

Number of pages:
ISBN:

978-84-7884-374-9

Price:

9,30 €

The title of this book may miss more than one. However, the scope and significance of this
study leads to surprising conclusions.
The investigation of Vicente Romano leads us to consider that the division of labor and
economic motivations constitute the first origin of misogyny and, by extension, of witches.
Basically, it is about contempt and discrimination against women.
The economic discrimination of women runs parallel to its justification for the various
mythologies, particularly those of the Mediterranean environment. Thus, a whole series of
negative female figures emerged that degraded the woman to a cruel monster. The Catholic
Church collected its features at the end of the Middle Ages. It was this institution that really
created the image of the bad witch by associating it with the devil. We thus have the triple
origin of witches: the economic, the mythological and the ecclesiastical. The latter is the most
researched and, therefore, the most documented.
The structure of the exhibition is repeated in the three sections. Hence, the main epigraphs
appear, such as misogyny, old ones, or witches. In this way, the reader can follow the
evolution of the concept over time. Said in one sentence: the sociogenesis of witches is that of
discrimination against women.
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